Tecnam P2006T Takeoff Performance
EXAMPLE OVER 50' OBSTACLE

ASSUMED CONDITIONS
Weight: 1,230 kg (2,712 lb)

Flaps: T/O
Speed at Lift-Off: 65 KIAS
Speed over 50ft Obstacle: 70 KIAS
Throttle Levers: Full Forward
Runway: Grass

CORRECTIONS
Headwind: -8 ft/kt or -2.5m/kt
Tailwind: +33'/kt or +10m/kt
Paved Runway: -6% ground roll
Runway Slope: +5% ground roll per 1%

 


   















 







 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











 











   











Pressure Altitude: 1,500 feet
Temperature: 30ºC
Tailwind: 5 knots
Runway: Paved
Slope: .5% up

Interpolate between 1,000 and 2,000 foot pressure
altitude and 25ºC and 50ºC to conservatively estimate
the pre-correction figures. We'll average the value of the
four highlighted boxes.

(479 + 586 + 535 + 654) ÷ 4 = 563.5 meters
Now we factor in corrections:

5 knots of tailwind adds 50 meters; 613.5 meters.

A paved runway reduces ground roll by 6% but the POH
applies that to the ground roll only. We conservatively
ignore it. Positive runway slope increases the ground roll
per the POH, but since we are conservative, we will make
that adjustment to our distance over 50' as well. We
increase total distance by 2.5%

This results in a final figure of just under 629 meters.
Multiply by 3.28 feet per meter to arrive at a final figure
of just under 2,064 feet.

CONSIDER
Watch your units carefully. Takeoff performance must be started in
metric and later converted to feet (if desired in feet). We recommend
converting either before adding the corrections, or after, but whichever
you do, make sure that the corrections are in the appropriate units. Don't,
for example, convert to imperial units and then add 10 feet per knot to
correct for a tailwind. This could quickly create an unsafe situation.

Wherever possible, be conservative. Interpolation is a skill that pilots
must demonstrate to examiners, but you can also complete the process
faster if you err far on the side of caution. In our practice example you could,
for instance, use a 2,000 foot pressure altitude, 50ºC, 5 knot tailwind, and
ignore the paved runway, since that increases performance.
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